ATHS COURSES FOR SPRING 2017

**Foundation Courses:**
CLA 221 (W) - Classical Archaeology: Roman Art & Archaeology (MW, 1525-1640)

**Core Courses:**
ME 206 – Building Engineering and Technology in Antiquity (TR, 1640-1805)
CLA 221 (W) - Classical Archaeology: Roman Art & Archaeology (MW, 1525-1640)
HIS 285 (W) – Digital History: Building a Virtual St. George’s (MW, 1400-1515)
MTH 300W - History of Mathematics I (TR, 940-1055)

**Elective Courses:**
ME 110 - Introduction to CAD and Drawing (T, 1525-1640)
ME 120 - Engineering Mechanics: Statics (TR, 1400-1515)
ME 222 – Introduction to Robust Design & Quality Engineering (TR, 1230-1345)
ME 226 - Introduction to Solid Mechanics (TR, 1105-1220)
AH 284 – Modern Architecture & Urbanism: LA Modern (R, 1400-1640)
SA 131 - Introduction to Sculpture (MW, 1400-1640)
EES 119 – Energy and Society (MWF, 900-950)
EES 204W – Earth Materials (MW, 1025-1140)
LAT 101 - Elementary Latin I (MWF, 1150-1240)
LAT 103 - Intermediate Latin (TR, 1650-1805)
CGR 102 - New Testament & Classical Greek II (MWF, 1025-1115)

**THE FOLLOWING COURSES HAVE APPROPRIATE CONTENT, BUT HAVE NOT BEEN OFFICIALLY APPROVED FOR THE ATH MAJOR/MINOR. PLEASE SEE PROFESSOR PERUCCHIO FOR APPROVAL.**

AAS 263 – Archaeology of the African Diaspora (TR, 1230-1345)
  *Please note this course will be cross-listed with Art & Art History, History, and Religion & Classics. The program is waiting on approval to cross-list with Anthropology.
AAS 273 – Ethnoarchaeology of Africa (TR, 1525-1640)
  *Please note this course will be cross-listed with Art & Art History and History. The program is waiting on approval to cross-list with Anthropology.
DMS 210 – Digital Imaging: Transforming Real Into Virtual (TR, 1105-1220)